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Question: 1
In a broadcast network, the process starts after the neighbor relationship is established.DIS elections.

A. True
B. false

Answer: A
Question: 2
ISIS Elections in Broadcast Multiple Access NetworkDIS, which of the following statements about DIS is
correct?

A.
B.
C.
D.

ISIS elects by comparing prioritiesDIS, if the priority is the same, compare the MAC address
In a broadcast multiple access network,DIS sends Hello three times as often PDU
DIS ensures database synchronization by periodically sending CSNP messages
The DIS supports the preemption function. After the new DIS is successfully preempted, it does not
need to flood any LSP packets.

Answer: A, B, C
Question: 3
Regarding the description of the security level of the firewall security zone, what is wrong?
A. For a newly created security zone, the system defaults to its security level of 1
B. In the same system, two security zones are not allowed to configure the same security level
C. Only the security level can be set for a custom security zone
D. Once the security level is set, it is not allowed to change

Answer: D
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Question: 4
When the BFD detection time intervals at both ends are 30ms and 40ms respectively. Which of the
following options is correct?

A.
B.
C.
D.

bfdSession can be established, after negotiation 40ms
bfdSession can be established, after negotiation 30ma
bfdSession can be established. each at its own time interval
bfdSession could not be established

Answer: C
Question: 5
Which of the following descriptions is wrong about the OSPFv3 protocol?

A.
B.
C.
D.

In the case of sharing a router, each OSPFv3 process runs independently
Multiple instances can run in the same OSPFv3 process under the same interface
Can support running multiple instances on a single link
OSP the Fv3 packet header will contain the Interface ID field

Answer: B
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